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Reflectance based Proximity Sensor
Reflective sensor module is high-performance 0–5 cm active proximity detector. Sensor can provide range up to 50cm with higher current 
infra-red led LED and current limit resistor R2, R4 used across IR LED. Because the sensor operates on an absolute reflectance threshold 
principle, it avoids the ambiguity of motion-based proximity systems. The Si1102 consists of a patented, high-EMI immunity, differential 
photodiode and a signal-processing IC with LED driver and high-gain optical receiver. Proximity detection is based on measurements of 
reflected light from a strobed. The sensor board is based on SI1102 from silicon Lab. The Si1102 is an active optical reflectance proximity 
detector with a simple on/off digital output whose state is based upon the comparison of reflected light against a set threshold. An LED sends 
light pulses whose reflections reach a photodiode and are processed by the Si1102’s analog circuitry. If the reflected light is above the 
detection threshold, the Si1102 asserts the active-low PRX output to indicate proximity. This output can be used as a control signal to activate 
other devices or as an interrupt signal for microcontrollers. Note that when the proximity of an object nears the pre-set threshold, it is normal 
for the PRX pin to alternate between the on and off states. To achieve maximum performance, high optical isolation is required between two 
light ports, one for the transmit LED and the other for the Si1102. The Si1102 light port should be infrared-transmissive, blocking visible light 
wavelengths for best performance. This dual-port active reflection proximity detector has significant advantages over single-port, motion-
based infrared systems, which are good only for triggered events. Motion detection only identifies proximate moving objects and is 
ambiguous about stationary objects. The Si1102 allows in- or out-of proximity detection, reliably determining if an object has left the 
proximity field or is still in the field even when not moving. The Si1102 proximity detector is designed to operate with a minimal number of 
external components. The Trimmer potentiometer is used to set the proximity detection threshold. The Si1102 periodically detects proximity 
at a rate that set programmed by a single resistor (R5). The part is powered down between measurements. The resulting average current, 
including that of the LED, can be as low as a few microamperes, which is well below a typical lithium batteries self-discharge current of 10 ìA, 
thus ensuring the battery's typical life of 10 years. When enabled (SREN driven low by a microcontroller or PR1 pull-down potentiometer 
exists), the Si1102 powers up, and then pulses the output of the LED driver. Light reflected from a proximate object is detected by the 
receiver, and, if it exceeds a threshold set by the potentiometer at the SREN pin, the proximity status is latched to the active low PRX output 
pin. The output is updated once per cycle. The cycle time is controlled through the optional R5 resistor.  

Features 
Supply 5V DC 
Output High TTL Signal When Object Detect 
Infra-Red 100mA LED 0805 Package 
Output normally high; goes low when proximity is detected.  
Sampling Strobe Rate 30Hz (Can be alter using R5, Refer data sheet of IC Si1102) 
Detection Range 5cm (50cm Range Possible with Higher Current IR LED Proper Optics) 
Applications 
Hand washers 
Touch-less Switch 
Paper towel dispensers 
Industrial Proximity Switch 
Consumer Products 
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SR. QNTY. REF. DESC.

1 1 CN1 3 PIN HEADER CONNECTOR

2 2 C1,C3 10uF/16V SMD 0805

3 1 C2 1uF SMD 0805

4 1 D1 IR LED VSMY1850CT SMD 0805

5 1 R5 100K

6 1 Q1 BC847

7 1 R1 1K

8 2 R2,R4 10E

9 1 R3 4K7

10 1 U1 SI1102

11 1 PR1 100K SMD 3MM TRIMMER POT

Strobe Frequency Resistor (R5) 
A resistor to VSS controls the proximity-detection cycle frequency. With no resistor, the sample frequency is, at most, 5.0 Hz. With 

FR shorted to VSS the sample frequency is typically 250 Hz. With a 100 k�� resistor, the sample frequency is typically 7 Hz, 

maximum 30 Hz. The voltage on FR relative to ground is only about 30 mV. 
 
Note: 
It is important to have an optical barrier between the LED and the Si1102. The reflection from objects to be detected can be very 
weak since, for small objects within the LED's emission angle, the amplitude of the reflected signal decreases in proportion with the 
fourth power of the distance. 
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